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LUXURY 50 IS THE SELECTION OF BEST
NEW LUXURY HOTELS WORLD WIDE BY WORLD
SPA & TRAVEL MAGAZINE.

ummer is all about traveling. After months spent
working hard, we all deserve a little treat in the
form of a break. Whether it is a weekend retreat
with close friends, a romantic getaway with the person you
love or a fun family vacation, World Spa & Travel Magazine
provides you with the trendiest set of the luxury hotels as
options for your next achor point in these destinations. The
Luxury 50 hotels ensure style, luxury, comfort and highlight
each destination's best features in fresh new ways. Dying to
visit Europe's most sought-after destination this year? Stay
at the Amanzoe Greece where you can book sailing trips
across the Peloponnese Peninsula. Experience true royalty
in Fairmont Jaipur while adding excitement with a hot air
balloon over the beautiful Aravalli Hills. We cover a varied
selection of hotels featuring the trending Mediterranean,
resorts with breathtaking views, luxury eco friendly villas
and more. For those travelers who are on the path for peace
and serenity, there is always the Uma Punakha Bhutan.
For a luxury safari atmosphere, we have a perfect camp
located in the middle of the Mara River. No matter what
preference or end goal your trip entails, there is always a
luxurious option handy.
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Since inauguration. Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa in Southern
California has garnered a reputation as one of the West's most
sought after luxury resort. With the completion of recent
renovation, the resort offering includes 49 luxury guest caritas
and upgraded 3-bedroom haciendas each with a private pool,
backyard, and luxury tennis courts. Enjoy a beautiful treatment
at the spacious 1,000 square-foot serenity yoga pavilion,
expanded fitness center and new upgraded wellness offerings
including a broader spa menu. The great thing about Rancho
Valencia is you can plan your visit according the experience
you desire. If you come during spring, you experience perfect
weather with front row seats to the lavish blooming season.
summer brings the longest hottest days, perfect for spending
an entire day poolside. Fall is the least busy time for Rancho
Valencia, which could prove to he the most relaxing and
comfortable time period. Winter offers an warm ambience,
perfect for taking advantage of the romantic Spanish-style
restaurants. Top off your destination by sipping on your
favorite cocktail at the Pony Room bar of taste California's best
selection of wine in Rancho Valencia's wine room.

RITZ CARLTON VIENNA
Ritz Carlton Vienna is a new addition to the famous Ring
Street, located in the heart of the city. The Ritz Carlton Vienna
incorporates a traditional Venetian exterior architecture with
hold, modern interior pieces. preserving its historical and cultural
relevance as well as maintaining an elegant level of aesthetics for
its guests. The perfect location makes the shopping centers. noted
landmarks and leisure establishments just a few steps away. The
Ritz-Carbon Vienna does a great job of balancing and integrating
authenticity with luxury by providing access to a luxury Club
Lounge specialized for discerning guest. After a long day of touring
the historic city. indulge in Austria's first Guerlain Spa featuring
a wide selection of treatments in luxurious room in addition to
a sauna, steam bath. fitness center and an indoor pool. Vienna's
depth as city makes it a year-round destination but if you truly
want to experience the beauty. visit Vienna during New Year's Eve.
Attending the world famous New Year's concert on January 31st
will definitely give you an accurate insight to the authentic Austrian
lifestyle.
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Set on three acres of verdant frontage along the city side of
the Chao Phraya River, the art decor inspired, Thai antique
infused masterpiece will he the kingdom's premier urban
resort, The Siam Bangkok. Guests have an array of superlative
amenities at their lingertips: restaurants, cooking school, bar,
café, spa. gym. yoga terrace. Muay Thai boxing ring, beauty
salon, library/cinema. infinity pool. gill/antiques gallery,
conservatory and traditional Thai houses. For an unforgettably
unique experience. relish the exclusivity of staying in one
of the Orient's most distinctive destinations. Each suite is
individually designed with original turn of the century oriental
artwork and antiquities and is catered for by a personal butler.
Luxury service is expanded even through the spa facility called
Opium Spa, a sanctuary of wellness in the heart of Bangkok.
The spa specializes in bringing exclusive Sodashi therapies and
spa products that not only regenerate the skin. but also impart
a profound sense of wellbeing to spirit and mind. The mosaic
and marble sumptuous I lammam-inspired bath house features
classic hot and cold plunge pools that are perfect for pm or post
spa treatments and workouts.
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